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Verbal communication between male and female strangers comprises a significant part of social lifestyle. Urban life of today requires male and female strangers to communicate verbally with one another far more than they used to do yesterday. In order to duly orientate such a level of communication, Islam has proposed some indexes according to the concept of its particular lifestyle. Aiming at the answer of “What are the indexes of verbal communication between Male and female strangers in the light of the Qur’an and Islamic traditions?”, this essay goes to clarify the concept of lifestyle and to study the related indexes qua social communication. For the collection of data, the library method has been used; however, the descriptive-analytic method has been used to judge about the tone and content of one’s word with a stranger coming up to the following indexes: Avoiding the arousing tone and content of words, avoiding verbal jokes and intimate words, managing the verbal communication as least due as possible still putting it in a due and proper pattern. Accordingly, such a word might be morally valuable and favored by Islam.
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